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Abstract� Characterization of a relatively simple opti�
cal sensor system used for recognition of the desired �xed
trajectory for an Automated Guided Vehicle� painted on
an industrial shop �oor� is described� The optical sensor
consists of �� IR emitter�detector pairs arranged in two

columns and is �xed underneath the vehicle chassis� A
microcomputer�based test platform for evaluation of the
proposed sensor is also described� The sensor performance
is evaluated using geometrical algorithms and one based
on neural networks� latter giving much better results�

Keywords� Automated Guided Vehicles� Tracking Sys�
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I� Introduction

Automated Guided Vehicles �AGVs� are� in general�
employed in an industrial environment to transport ob�
jects like tools� raw materials and manufactured items be�
tween di�erent machines or production cells� In general�
these vehicles move under supervised navigation employ�
ing an embedded control system and a remote supervising
station� The desired path along which the vehicle should
move� may be a �xed route� semi��xed route or an arbi�
trary route� as described below ��	


�� Fixed route implies the installation of a �xed active
guide like an energized cable or a passive one like a
re�ecting strip painted on the plant �oor� The main
problem with �xed route guide is the physical restric�
tion on its installation �e�g� minimum curvature ratio
must be respected�� because in most cases is not possi�
ble to move a machine from its current position to give
place to the route guide�

�� A semi��xed route may be speci�ed by some mark�
ings at strategic locations� like bar codes� magnets or
some other type of arti�cial landmarks ��	� �	� One
of the methods used with the semi�xed route con�g�
uration employs a low precision odometer and a sen�
sor scheme to identify a prespeci�ed marking or other
landmark� During the motion of the vehicle between
two markings� the navigation system updates the ab�
solute position of the vehicle based on the odometer
reading and this absolute position is further corrected
when a speci�ed marking is identi�ed� In this scheme�
the distance between two consecutive markings needs to

be limited so that the odometer reading can be relied
upon�

� Arbitrary routes require the use of more complex po�
sition determination techniques such like GPS �Global
Positioning System�� recognition of the surrounding by
image processing� use of gyroscope� sonar� laser beacon
or map�based position detection ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	�
��	� These are used to determine the absolute position
of the vehicle� For a known surrounding� map compar�
ison is used� and it is aided by one or more methods
of recognition of the surrounding like sonar� laser bea�
cons and video cameras� The vehicles used for following
an arbitrary route should have some autonomy in the
choice of the track and such vehicles are termed as au�
tonomous vehicles�

In the recent past� some techniques for the navigation
of the AGVs on industrial shop �oors or elsewhere ���	�
���	� based on one of the above three options� have been
presented� The authors have not come across a general
solution and for a particular type of surrounding and a
given application� one or the other option may be found
more suitable�

In this paper� the emphasis is on the characterization
of an optical sensor scheme for guiding a vehicle along
a pre�xed route� in the form of a painted trajectory on
a shop �oor� Some con�gurations for the navigation of
a vehicle along a �xed painted trajectory have been re�
ported in literature ���	� ��	� In ���	� six infrared emitter�
detectors pairs are employed� The number of IR detectors
not covered by the painted trajectory is employed for the
nonlinear control scheme for keeping the vehicle within
close tolerances of trajectory by controlling the speed of
the di�erential traction motors� In ��	� a more complex
scheme is proposed� It is based on a CCD video camera
and an image acquisition card sitting in the expansion
slot of a PC� to image the trajectory and for direct deter�
mination of the variables� characteristic of the deviation
of the vehicle from the desired trajectory� This deviation
was quanti�ed in terms of number of pixels for empiri�
cally chosen variables from the geometrical formulation
of the acquired image� With a video camera of a reason�
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able resolution� the estimates of the trajectory deviation
variables were considered good� The cost of such a system
is on the higher side and the sampling rate is rather low
due to the relatively large time spent in the acquisition
and processing of the image�

II� Proposed System

A prototype AGV is being assembled in our laboratory
and is designed to track a �xed route� An optical mark�
ing in the form of a strip painted on the �oor is the route
guide or the desired trajectory� The color of the painted
strip contrasts against that of the �oor� In the experi�
mental system� the route guide is painted black on the
white �oor� The objective of the navigation control of
the AGV is to keep the vehicle along the painted route
guide� during its motion ���	� In any case it is necessary
to measure the vehicle�s deviation from the trajectory� As
shown in Fig� �� the two variables� the angular deviation
� and the orthogonal displacement �� quantify the di�er�
ence between the painted trajectory and the actual path
of the vehicle at a given instant� The navigation system
of the prototype vehicle consists of three units
 the image
acquisition unit �IAU�� the image processing unit �IPU�
and the trajectory control unit �TCU��
The determination of the vehicle deviation with respect

to the route guide is usually done by processing the im�
age acquired by optical sensor like a CCD camera� In
our prototype� the vehicle deviation is estimated from the
data acquired by an array of infrared �IR� emitter and
detector pairs arranged in two columns� �xed underneath
the vehicle chassis� This array together with a signal con�
ditioning circuit for each detector constitutes the IAU�
The optical sensor is con�gured as shown in Fig� ��a��
The width of the painted trajectory should be equal to
the spacing between two consecutive detector� For the
arrangement shown in Fig� ��a�� the hypothetical sensor
reference line is the one that connects the detectors num�
bers � and ��� For consistent data� the route guide should
always lie below both the IR detector columns� In Fig�
��b� the schematic of the IAU �xed under the chassis of
the vehicle and placed just above the painted route guide
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Fig� �� Block diagram of the signal conditioning circuitry of each
detector in the IAU�

is shown� In Fig� ��c� the variables � and � are depicted
to quantify the deviation of the vehicle from the painted
trajectory� for an arbitrary position of the AGV�

The IR detectors receive a radiation pulse re�ected from
the shop �oor when the emitters are excited by a pulsed
current �pulse width � ����s�� The radiation intensity
incident on the detector depends upon whether the de�
tector is just above the painted route guide or not� The
reverse biased IR detector output is connected to a signal
conditioning circuit as shown in Fig� � and the magni�
tude of the output voltage is directly proportional to the
amount of energy received� There are �� such circuits cor�
responding to �� IR detectors used in the sensor scheme�
and �Vi �i � � � � ���� is the output voltage related to the
ith detector conditioning circuit� Thus a �� element col�
umn vector with these �� values of �Vi is termed as a image
vector for a given position of the vehicle with respect to
the painted trajectory�

The main task of the proposed system is the estimation
of trajectory deviation variables in the image processing
unit �IPU��
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Fig� �� Schematic of the sensor test�platform�

III� Laboratory Test Platform

In order to characterize the proposed sensor an experi�
mental test platform was constructed in the laboratory to
simulate the deviation of the vehicle from a painted route
guide during its movement� This platform consists of a
movable disk �diameter of �mm� mounted on a vertical
shaft coupled to a stepping motor� as shown in Fig� ��
This disk� with a painted strip underneath� corresponds
to the �oor� The disk is displaced to simulate an angu�
lar deviation � of the sensor with respect to the desired
trajectory� The sensor mounted on a motorized leadscrew
is displaced to independently impose the orthogonal dis�
placement � from the painted route guide� The leadscrew
is rotated by a �� step stepping motor� and one revolution
of the leadscrew corresponds to a linear displacement of
p � ����mm �designated as one step of the linear motion
of the sensor� of the sensor position� The optical sensor
��� is used to count the number of revolutions of the lead�
screw� The limit switches ��� and ��� are used to indicate
the limit of the linear movement of the sensor restricted to
��� steps ����p to ���p�� equivalent to ���mm� A valid
test point in this platform is obtained when the painted
guide route covers at least two IR detectors� one in each
column� For a given orthogonal displacement �� the max�
imum angle of the rotating disk is limited to �max� given
by

�max � tan��
�
D � j�j

L��

�
� ���

where D and L are physical dimensions of the image sen�
sor �Fig� ��c��� The maximum value of �max is �����o�
obtained when � � ��
This yields a maximumof �� �� valid test points which

can be obtained in this test assembly� The angular devi�
ation can be varied between �� to �� with a resolution
of �����rad� or ����o�
The output voltages �Vi of the conditioning circuits as�

sociated with the IR detectors �as shown in Fig� � are
multiplexed and digitized in an � bit A�D converter� The
A�D converter output is fed to a PC through its parallel
port� This parallel port is also used to send commands
to the stepping motors in the test platform and sense the
outputs of the limit switches� Under software control�
we can position the rotating disk ��� and the IAU ���
to generate di�erent image vectors X for given deviation
variables pair ������ Each image vector is stored in a
disk �le in the form �����X�� The image vector X may

be written as
X �

�
x� x� � � � xi � � � x��

�T
� ���

where xi is the digital value of the output voltage �Vi of
the ith sensor conditioning circuit� A speci�c normaliz�
ing image vector Xn is obtained when all the �� emitter�
detector pairs of the sensor are away from the painted
trajectory �Fig� ��� The elements of the Xn vector have
the maximum obtainable values�

IV� � and � estimation

The estimates of � and � ��� and �� respectively� of
the trajectory deviation variables are obtained from IPU�
by using an estimation algorithm� There are di�erent
methods to obtain these estimates but in this paper we
shall describe straightforward geometrical techniques and
a neural network based technique� These techniques were
evaluated experimentally in the test platform�

A� Geometrical algorithms

Vehicle deviation estimation algorithms based on geo�
metrical formulations of the image have been employed
with high resolution cameras for imaging the �xed route
guide� In the case of low resolution imaging devices� these
algorithms may introduce unacceptable errors� For the
sensor being discussed we propose two geometrical algo�
rithms� These algorithms employ a normalized position
index associated with each of �� IR detectors�

A�� Algorithm A

The two normalized position indices p� and p� refer to
the detectors in column � and � respectively� These indice
are related with the IR detector l with the lowest radia�
tion on it �minimum output voltage of the conditioning
circuit associated with this detector�� which occurs when
the detector is just above the painted route guide in an
actual vehicle prototype �below in the case of the labo�
ratory test platform�� In Fig� ��c� the sensor numbers �
�column �� and � �column �� are just below �in the test
platform� the route guide painted on the movable disk�
The normalized position indices are de�ned as

p��l� �
l � �


� for l � �� � � � � �� ��

p��l� �
l � ��


� for l � �� � � � � ��� ���

and thus
�� � p��l� � �� �l�
�� � p��l� � �� �l�

These normalized indice represent a measure of the dis�
tance of sensor l from the reference line� The dimensions
L andD �see Fig� ��c� � are in units of linear displacement
step �p� of the sensor assembly corresponding to one rev�
olution of the leadscrew� The absolute value of the step
p is ����mm� Thus the orthogonal distance � of the sen�
sor l in column � from sensor�s reference line is given by
p��l�xD�
Its relatively easy to show that �� and �� are given by

�� �
P� � P�

�
D� ���



�� � arctan

�
P� � P�

L
D

�
� ���

where P� � p��l� with l being the sensor number in col�
umn � which is just below the route guide and P� � p��l�
for the corresponding sensor in column ��
In this algorithm� once the IR detectors with the least

or null radiation in each column have been identi�ed� the
position indice are determined as per equations �� and

��� and the trajectory deviation variables �� and �� are
calculated using equations ��� and ���� However� this al�
gorithm does not give good estimates of � and � when
the route guide covers partially two adjacent IR detectors
in the same column�

A�� Algorithm B

To get meaningful results and accommodate the cases
where the route guide partially covers two adjacent detec�
tors� the equivalent sensor number l �as in equations ��
and ���� can be calculated as the weighted mean of the
two sensor positions lA and lB �associated with the par�
tially covered sensors�� The weighting factors associated
with the sensors lA and lB are based on the normalized
entries in the image vector� i�e�� xA�xAn and xB�xBn� re�
spectively� Thus the equivalent sensor number to be used
in equations �� and ��� will be given by

l �
lA��� xA�xAn� � lB��� xB�xBn�

��� xA�xAn� � ��� xB�xBn�
� ���

where xAn and xBn are the normalizing radiation in�
tensities for the sensors lA and lB � It is interesting to
observe that the weighting factors used in equation ���
have the following characteristics �for the test platform�

� � xA�xAn � � if the route guide is above the detector
lA� and � � xA�xAn � � if the route guide is not above
the detector lA�

B� Neural Networks�Based Estimation

The estimation of the vehicle position deviation in
terms of �� and �� with respect to the painted route guide
may be done using two arti�cial neural networks �ANNs��

one for �� and another for ��� The input to each of the
ANNs are the �� IR detector conditioning circuit output
voltages� The neural networks are forward multi�layer
perceptron type and implement identi�cation of a nonlin�
ear model� These employ nonlinear neurons in the hid�
den layer and linear output neurons ���	� ���	� ���	� ���	�
This implementation provides global approximations or
generalizations of the input patterns not used during the
training phase� These generalizations are desirable once
we recognize that we have a limited number of valid test
points due to the discrete nature of positioning procedure
employed in the test platform�
Both the ANNs contain three layers as shown in Fig�

�� The input layer contains �� elements that correspond
to the dimension of image vector X ��� IR detectors��
The entries in the image vector are normalized relative to
the maximum possible output of each of the IR detector
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of vehicle deviation variables�

conditioning circuits as contained in the Xn vector� This
normalization consists in dividing each element of the im�
age vector by its corresponding entry in the normalizing
vector Xn and subtracting ��� from the quotient� Thus�
the normalized input vector In for each neural network is
given by

In �
h

X���
Xn���

� ��� � � � X����
Xn����

� ���
iT

� ���

The hidden layer dimension �Nh� is determined after
some experimentation with di�erent number of neurons
in the hidden layer� The activation potentials of the jth

neuron of the hidden layer is given by

vj � B��j� �
��X
i��

In�i�W���j� i�� ���

where B��j� is the bias of the jth neuron and W���j� i�
is the synaptic weight related to the ith input of the jth

neuron in the hidden layer�
The activation function for the jth neuron is given as

�j�vj� � �j
�� exp���jvj � 	j�

� � exp���jvj � 	j�
for j � �� � � � � Nh�

����
The output layer contains only one neuron with output

given as

� � K

�
�B� �

NhX
j��

�j�vj�W���j�

�
� � ����

where B� is the bias and W���j� is the weighting factor
related with the jth input of the output neuron� As the
output � of the neural network depends upon the image
vector X� one may specify the neural network output as
��X��

B�� Training of ANNs

The training of neural networks is done to enable them
to perform a nonlinear mapping procedure� The training
is based on back�propagation algorithm in which New�
ton�s steepest descent method is employed for adjusting
the weighting factors W��� W��� B� and B�� The same
method is employed to adjust the parameters 	j� �j and

�j of the jth neuron activation function as given in equa�
tion �����



A total of ��� �Nt� randomly chosen training positions
��q��q� for the two neural networks were employed in
the test platform �q � �� �� � � � � ����� The corresponding
image vectors Xq were monitored� The objective of the
training phase is to minimize the cost functions J� and
J� de�ned as

J� �
�

�Nt

NtX
q��

��q � ��q�
�� ����

J� �
�

�Nt

NtX
q��

��q � ��q�
�� ���

where ��q � ���Xq� and ��q � ���Xq� are the outputs
of the ANNs used for estimation of � and �� respectively�
for a given image vector input Xq�
Some experiments with di�erent number of neurons

�Nh � �� �� �� and ��� in the hidden layer for � and
� estimation ANNs were conducted� ��� training epochs�
each employing all the ��� training points in a random or�
der� were conducted� The random ordering of the training
data was done to avoid local minimums for the cost func�
tions J� and J� ���	�
An additional ��� positions di�erent from those used

during the training phase were used to verify the e�ec�
tiveness of the training procedure� Using cost functions
similar to equations ���� and ��� for these positions�
it was found that Nh � � for � estimation ANN and
Nh � � for � estimation gave acceptable performances�
The evolution of the cost functions during the training
phase demonstrated that about ��� training epochs for
the � estimation ANN and �� training epochs for the �
estimation ANN� are su�cient for the o��line training get
the cost functions J� � ���� and J� � �����

V� Experimental Validation

The performance of the IPU algorithms was experi�
mentally evaluated by sinusoidally varying the orthogo�
nal displacement � and cosinusoidally varying the angu�
lar deviation � of the disk in the test platform� by ap�
propriately commanding the two stepper motors� The ith

validation pair ��i��i� was generated according to the
following equations


�i � �� sin�
��i

���
�� ����

�i � � cos�
��i

���
�� ����

with i � � � � �����
These test results for the estimates of �i and �i em�

ploying the three algorithms are shown in Fig� �� � and
�� The solid line plots represent the imposed values of
�i and �i and the discontinuous line plots represent the
estimated values�
Again� cost functions similar to ones given by ���� and

��� were used to evaluate the performance of the trained
neural networks and the geometrical algorithms A and B�
The values of J� and J� as obtained during the exper�

iments with the test platform are given in table I�
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TABLE I

Validation cost function values for different algorithms�

Algorithm J� J�

Algorithm A ����� �����
Algorithm B ����� ���

Neural Network ����� �����

TABLE II

Processing times for different phases of the system�

Processing Phase Time Required

Image Acquisition ��ms
Algorithm A ����s
Algorithm B ���s

Neural Networks ����s

VI� Comparison of the three methods

From table I� we observe that the use of ANNs for � and
� estimation has given lowest values of the cost functions�
Besides the performance curve of the ANNs �Fig� �� are
much smoother than those of the geometrical algorithms
�Fig� � and ��� The smoothness of the curve in Fig�
� is an advantage for a trajectory controller with large
sensitivity at higher frequencies�

Another aspect in the comparison of the three methods
is the time spent in getting the �nal values of the �� and ��
estimates� This time is made up of two phases namely the
image acquisition phase and the image processing phase�
The image acquisition phase is the same for all the three
methods� but the processing time is di�erent for the three
algorithms� and these are given in table II� These times
are based on the use of a ���Mhz Pentium PC� The image
processing time is quite small compared to the time for the
acquisition of the image� The image acquisition time is
relatively large due to the type of A�D converter employed
in the prototype� which can be reduced by a factor of ��
using a faster A�D converter�

VII� Conclusions

A laboratory test platform for characterizing an optical
sensor system proposed for quantifying the deviation of an
automated guided vehicle from a �xed trajectory has been
described� Three di�erent methods for estimating the ve�
hicle deviation variables � and � were evaluated� The
ANN�based method has demonstrated much better re�
sults compared to the geometrical formulations although
it takes more time for processing the acquired image� The
ANN�based algorithm has demonstrated hardly any dis�
continuity in �� and �� estimate curves o�ering an advan�
tage in the vehicle trajectory controller design and oper�
ations� It is proposed to replace the two ANNs for � and
� estimates by only one ANN with two outputs� This
should further reduce the image processing time�
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